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When the sheep have been
sheared in the summer
time, their fleece is rolled
up and sent to the factory.

Clothes can be made from many different
materials. Some clothes are brightly coloured
and others are much plainer. Special dyes are
used to colour materials that will be used to
make clothes.
So what are
clothes made
from?

Where does
wool come
from?

But how is the
wool from a sheep
made into clothes?

At the factory
the wool is
cleaned.
This is called
scouring.

Then
what
happens
to it?

After that huge
machines are used to
spin the wool into yarn.

Then the
clean wool
is put into
boiling dye
to dye it.
Can you see what colour this wool has been dyed?

Then balls of wool are sent
to the shops to be sold to
people who like knitting.

Wool is especially good for making clothes that
are warm to wear. Can you remember why?

This is what the
finished yarn looks like.

It’s a bit like going
First the wool is
to the barber!
sheared off with
special clippers.
Now the woolly
coat is called a
fleece.

A piece of wool yarn has many
threads of wool in it and these
threads are called fibres.

The different
coloured
wool yarn is
made into
balls of wool
at the
factory.

Sheep keep warm in winter because air gets
trapped in their thick coat and stops the warmth
from their body being lost to the cold air outside.
If we put on woolly jumpers
and gloves we keep warm too
because the air that is trapped
in the wool helps to keep us
warm.

Last of all the wool is made
into woolly jumpers,
hats, gloves, scarves
or even blankets.

Wool comes from a sheep.
This sheep has a thick woolly
coat.

Some of our clothes are made from wool.
What can you think of that is made from wool?

Wool traps more air than other fabrics like
cotton so it keeps you warmer.
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Then
what
happens
to it?

